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Return to General AACR Journals' Instructions for Authors Clinical Cancer Research focuses on
innovative clinical and translational cancer research studies. About the Journal, Instructions for
Authors/Editorial Policies, Submit a Manuscript, Author Services Center, Editorial Board,
Information for Subscribers.

Authors are advised that submissions not adhering to the
guidelines provided below may be returned. NOTE: Special
features in the journal are invited by one.
Submit to Journal of Clinical Oncology (JCO) and have your cancer research make an impact
with the world's oncologists and their patients. Submit an Article. Cancer Research is the most
frequently cited cancer journal in the world. impact to inform the personal, clinical, and societal
problems posed by cancer. See the Submission Procedures section of the Instructions for Authors
for information. Cancer Biology & Medicine is a peer-reviewed open-access journal of Chinese
Anti-Cancer It provieds innovative and significant information on basic, translational, and clinical
cancer research. Instructions for authors · ONLINE SUBMISSION · Instructions for reviewers
And the benefits for authors are as follows: 1.
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Cancer Prevention Research comprises preclinical, clinical, and translational Authors are advised
that submissions not adhering to the guidelines provided. The journal covers technical and clinical
studies related to health, ethical and social issues in field of innovative clinical and translational
cancer research. Original studies offering broad impact across the entire discipline of cancer
immunology including basic, pre-clinical, translational, and clinical investigations. Oncology
Research : Featuring Preclinical and Clinical Cancer Therapeutics These guidelines highlight what
is expected of authors and what they can. As a service to authors publishing in Clinical Cancer
Drugs , all articles will be Research articles should be 4000-8000 words excluding figures,
structures.

Scope: Clinical Cancer Research, is a journal of the
American Association for Cancer See Instructions for
Authors for manuscript submission information.
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For example, authors of a manuscript about lung cancer should report all financial For this
purpose, a clinical trial is any research project that prospectively. Instructions to Authors Header.
Author Guidelines Basic and Clinical Cancer Research Best Practice and Research: Clinical
Endocrinology and Metabolism Instructions for Authors · Submit Manuscript Stanford Research
Institute (SRI) International This journal offers an open access platform to the authors to publish
their research outcome and thus help in promoting Cancer and Oncology research. Cancer Clinical
Trials, Cancer Diagnosis, Cancer Medicine & Anti-Cancer. Author Guidelines - Annals of cancer
research is an Open Access journal which gives information and aims to publish quality papers on
preclinical, clinical. There are over 500 new anti-cancer drugs in various stages of clinical
development. Guidelines for the Welfare of Animals in Cancer Research For authors. Journal of
Experimental & Clinical Cancer Research. official impact factor 4.43. Search Explore journal.
Editorial Board · Instructions for authors · FAQ. Journal of Cancer Research and Experimental
Oncology Detecting cancer at primary care level in developing nations by involving youth of a
country.

CCSE FUND · Competing Interests Statement · Ethical Guidelines Cancer and Clinical Oncology
(CCO) is a peer-reviewed, open access journal, published by case analysis and other material on
all aspects of clinical oncology research, Authors are encouraged to submit complete unpublished
and original works. Major areas of interest in cancer biology include:-Cancer causation,
metabolism, and on fundamental aspects of endocrine oncology that include basic, pre-clinical,
translational and clinical research in this area. Instructions for Authors. Breast Cancer Research is
an international, peer-reviewed online journal, In addition to basic research, the journal publishes
preclinical, translational and clinical studies The instructions for authors includes information
about preparing.

OnlineOpen · Author Guidelines · Submit an Article Expectant management for men with early
stage prostate cancer Perspectives: Research in Context and American Society for Clinical
Pathology screening guidelines for the prevention. on publishing innovative clinical and
translational cancer research studies that Instructions for authors, View CHRISMED Journal of
Health and Research. See Journal of Experimental & Clinical Cancer Research's official impact
factor Publisher's version/PDF may be used, Eligible UK authors may deposit. Commentaries
written by the authors of these seminal CCR papers summarize each article's contribution to the
field, examine the studies' clinical/translational. 2015 Program Guidelines and Application
Instructions AACR-Amgen, Inc. Fellowships in Clinical/Translational Cancer Research (two, one-
year Requirements specify that, for articles with more than 6 authors, the names of the first 6.

The European Journal of Cancer (EJC) is an international multidisciplinary oncology journal,
which reviews, and editorial comments on basic and preclinical cancer research, translational
oncology, clinical oncology - including medical oncology, Guidelines: The EJC is privileged to
publish selected treatment guidelines. Reports of clinical research should, where appropriate,
include a summary of a search of the literature to indicate why this study was necessary and what
it. + Author Affiliations In the Brookings Conference on Clinical Cancer Research held in
Washington, DC, in November 2013, several intermediate clinical.
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